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ISO 27001
Compliance requirements and security controls are not just
tools to meet a singular requirement, but are one of the most
valuable tools to protect an organization’s most valuable
assets: intellectual property and consumer information.

ROAD TO ISO CERTIFICATION
Tevora’s proven program is designed with efficiency
in mind and has been perfected from years of
working as security advisors to some of the
largest companies in the world. Tactical and precise,
the road to certification with Tevora is a simple
three-step process:

WHAT IS ISO?
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The International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
develops global standards for everything from electronics
to management systems.

GAP ANALYSIS
A gap analysis paves the way for identifying the
tactical and strategic controls that are required to
achieve ISO 27001 Certification. A Tevora ISO 27001
Lead Auditor will guide you through identifying
the ISMS scope, control criteria, and provide gap
remediation recommendations in order to achieve
certification aligned with your organization’s
strategic objectives.

In the area of information security management, ISO
promotes development of holistic programs that provide
best practice criteria for adoption and execution
by teams responsible for initiating, implementing or
maintaining information security.

ISO 27001 CERTIFICATION
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Tevora’s ISO 27001 Lead Auditors understand security
and how to apply security controls in an agile manner to
meet your goals and objectives. Whether it is providing
strategic direction, conducting risk assessments and
internal audits, writing security policies, or implementing
security controls, our consultants will ensure your
organization has everything in place to successfully
achieve certification.

ISO 27001 is a standard that defines an organization’s
Information Security Management System (ISMS). The ISMS
consists of documented security objectives and measures
that effectively manage accessibility, confidentiality and
integrity of information assets and minimizes information
security risks.
The ISO 27001 standard sets the foundation for adopting
additional standards like STAR and ISO 27018 for privacyrelated and cloud security controls.

PREPARATION
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CERTIFICATION
True partners are with you until the end and Tevora will
be there to walk you through the certification process.
From coordination to mock walkthroughs and onsite
support, we will assist in all the nuances of the audit cycle.
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